Introduction
In these two decades, the technology of bipedal and humanoid robots has been made great progress. Up so far, many bipedal and humanoid robots are successfully developed (Hirai et al., 1998; Takanishi et al., 1985; Ogura et al., 2004; Kaneko et al., 2004; Nakasaka et al., 2004; Löffler et al., 2003; Lohmeier et al., 2004) . In these robots, the gait planning and control for bipedal walking are based on ZMP concept (Vukobratovich et al., 1990; Goswami, 1999; Kakami, 2000) . There are generally two methods for implementation of the dynamic and stable walking. The first one is based on a multiple rigid body robot model (Takanishi et al., 1985) . This model is comparatively precise, but it requires a huge computation cost. The second one is simply based on the assumption that the whole robot mass is concentrated to robot's CoG (Center of Gravity). The typical approach is using a 3D inverted pendulum model (Kajita & Kobayashi, 1987; Kajita et al., 2002; 2003; Zhu et al., 2003 , in which, the robot locomotion in the sagittal and lateral planes are supposed to be independent. However, up to now, the bipedal walking nature and limitations of walking speed, stride, stride motion time, and so on, have not been completely understood. Partially this is because (1) few attentions are paid on the motion in double support phase and its effect to whole bipedal walking; (2) the investigation is not done intensively even for single support phase; for example, motion in sagittal plane are simply dealt with independent of the motion in lateral plane in most literatures on biped and humanoid robots. As revealed latter, in fact, such an approach is improper since the motions in the two planes are strongly coupled together. (3) ZMP is fixed to a point in robot sole for most of bipedal or humanoid robots. This paper mainly discusses the above first two problems based on ZMP concept and an inverted pendulum model with the assumption that ZMP is fixed at the center of the robot sole in single support phase. To do this, the relation between the motions in the sagittal and lateral planes is investigated first. By dividing a whole bipedal walking cycle into a double support, a deceleration, and an acceleration phases, and synchronizing the motions in the sagittal and lateral planes, we point out that the motions in these two planes are strongly coupled together, in other words, the motion in the lateral plane greatly restricts the motion in the sagittal plane, vice versa. Then, the role of the double support phase in biped walking is discussed. By changing the start and finish points of the double support phases in the lateral plane, the walking parameters such as walking speed, walking period, phase stride and so forth, are consequently altered. With this, it comes a conclusion that a short double support phase is necessary in the viewpoint of both of a smooth and fast walking after a high enough instantaneous speed in the sagittal plane is obtained at the end of acceleration phase. Consequently, an approach for adjusting the instantaneous speed at the end of the acceleration phase is presented, and a biped walking planning procedure is proposed. Finally a numerical example is given out. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, robot model, trajectories of the robot CoG and ZMP, and the general motion equations of the robot are described. In Section 3, a walking pattern with fixed ZMP is analyzed by being synchronized the motions in the two planes. In Section 4, the effects of the double support phase on bipedal walking are analyzed. Walking speed adjustment, walking planning, and an example are presented in Section 5, and the conclusion is given out in Section 6.
Robot Model and Bipedal Walking

Robot Model and Assumptions
In this study, a bipedal robot is modeled as a 3D inverted pendulum of which the mass of the robot is supposed to concentrate on the point C, the CoG of the robot, as shown in Fig.1 . OXYZ is the world coordinate system, where X, Y axes are respectively the walking and swinging directions. XZ plane and YZ plane are respectively called the sagittal plane and lateral plane; and oxyz is the local system fixed to the center of the support sole of the robot. For simplicity, the following assumptions are made. 1. The height of the robot's CoG is a constant, i.e., 0 = z . 2. The origin o of the local system oxyz is always set at the sole center of support foot. 3. The desired ZMP in single support phase (SSP) is also always set at the sole center of the support foot; hence, the desired ZMP in SSP is identical to o. 4. The equivalent foot length of two feet is b. 5. The robot moves with constant speed in the double support phase. 6. The robot just walks forward, i.e., the distance d0 in the lateral plane is a constant (Fig.  2) . In single support phase, the CoG never passes over the X axis (the midline) of its two feet. This means that the single support phase ends and the double support phase starts before the CoG crosses the X axis. Here, we make some explanations for the assumptions (2) and (3). In theory, the origin o of the local system oxyz can be set at any place. Assumption (2) just brings a simple expression of the robot's motion equations (refer to Eqs. (5) and (6)). Hence, it leads great convenience for discussing the robot motion. Otherwise, if the origin o is not at the sole center of support foot, there would be respectively a constant offset in equations (5) and (6). In SSP, ZMP (Zero moment point) is in fact a center of pressure of the support foot sole, or saying, the acting point of the resultant reaction force of the support floor. Therefore, ZMP is always within the inside of the sole of the support foot in SSP, even when the robot is falling down (at this moment, the ZMP is at one of the edges of the support foot). Consequently, the safest case is that the desired ZMP is at the sole center of the support foot in SSP. Concretely, with the assumption of the desired ZMP at the sole center of the support foot, the motion equations of the CoG of the robot can be easily derived (as shown by Eqs. (5) and (6)), then this CoG motion is decomposed into each joint's motion (trajectory). The control system is just controlling each joint's motion as planned trajectory. In this way, the control system not only makes the biped robot stable walking, but also guarantees the real ZMP at the desired position (the sole center of the support foot). This approach is being used in most of biped humanoid robots, ex., (Kakami et al., 2000) and (Kajita et al., 2003) .
When the real ZMP of the robot deviates from the desired ZMP, an additional on-line ZMP control scheme is necessary by modifying the CoG's motion (in fact, changing some or all joint's motion), for example, as did in . This paper just discusses the CoG's trajectory of the robot with the precondition of the desired ZMP at the sole center of the support foot in SSP, and doesn't consider the detail control problem.
Trajectories of Robot CoG and ZMP
The robot motion, in which its CoG trajectory is shown in Fig.2 , is as follows. Before the robot starts to walk, its CoG is at the midpoint O of the two support feet. When the robot starts to walk, the CoG is first shifted from the point O to A. Here the distances between OA in X and Y direction are respectively X s0 and e s1 . From the point A, the left leg of the robot (here, assume the left leg of the robot first steps out) steps forward while the right leg supports the robot, and the robot moves forward along the curve AB. When the CoG moves to the point B, the left leg lands to the floor and the robot enters into the double support phase. When the CoG reaches to the point C, the right leg lifts off and the robot is in the single support phase again. During the left leg support phase, the CoG moves along the curve CDE. When the CoG reaches to E, the right leg lands to the floor and the robot is in the double support phase again. In this way, the swing leg and the support leg switches each other in turn at the points B, E, H, the robot moves forward in X direction (sagittal plane) while swings in Y direction (lateral plane). The positions of each point from A to H are shown in The above two equations can be rewritten as
Eq. (3) shows that for the motion in the sagittal plane XZ, when the robot is forward leaning (the CoG of the robot is in front of the support foot,
, the robot has to accelerate forward. Contrarily, when the robot is backward leaning (the CoG is at the rear of the support foot,
), the robot should decelerate. Therefore, with the switching of the support leg and swinging leg in walking, the robot continually accelerates and decelerates.
In a single support phase, the general motion equations (the solutions of Eqs. (3) and (4) 
Motions in Sagittal and Lateral Planes
In our previous work (Zhu et al., 2003 , a bipedal walking is divided into initial acceleration, double support, deceleration and acceleration phases. Here the motion in each phase is investigated in more detail by combining and synchronizing the motion in the lateral plane. In this paper, the distances e sn (n=0, 1, 2, ···) from the robot's CoG to X axis in Y direction (See Fig. 2 ) are supposed positive, i.e., e sn > 0 (n=0, 1, 2, ···).
Initial acceleration phase AB (Motion time:
In this phase, the robot starts walking from the standstill and the robot has to accelerate. According to the motion equations (3) and (4), in order to guarantee the ZMP at the sole center of the support foot, the robot has to lean forward in the XZ (sagittal) plane and lean left in the YZ (lateral) plane, respectively. Thus, at the start point A, the offsets X s0 and e s1 respectively in X and Y axes are necessary as shown in . If e s1 =0, then the robot will have to move to left and pass over the X axis. This violates the assumption (7)). This condition implies that the projection of the CoG must be within the support polygon. This is (refer to Fig.1 )
With the initial conditions x(0)=X s0 ,
, y(0)=-e s1 , y(0)=0, x ZMP =0, and y ZMP =-d 0 , the coefficients of Eqs. (5) and (6) are respectively c 1 =c 2 =X s0 /2, and c 3 =c 4 =(d 0 -e s1 )/2. Therefore the two motion equations are respectively where, t xa0 and V h0 are respectively the motion time and terminal speed in the sagittal plane in this phase. From (10) and (11), t xa0 and V h0 can be respectively expressed as (13) and (15), we can find the following relation If e s1 and e s2 are determined, then from (7) and (16) (21) show that the motions in the sagittal and lateral planes are tightly coupled together. The determination of the initial and terminal positions in one plane automatically and simultaneously decides the initial and terminal positions in another plane, therefore completely decides the motions in the two planes. Eqs. (16) and (18) show that the motion time is independent of the moving distance, but determined by the ratio of the distance from the CoG to ZMP at the terminal time to the distance at the initial time in either of two planes. Eq. (19) shows that the ratio of the terminal velocities in the two planes is equal to the ratio of two distances from the CoG to ZMP at the terminal time in the two planes. Note that in this phase, an offset x s0 is necessary, otherwise the robot cannot start walking. Once the CoG of the robot moves over the point B, the robot enters into the double support phase. We assumed that the robot moves forward with constant velocities V h0 and V ya0 respectively in X and Y directions. But its ZMP shifts from A 0 to D 0 (Fig. 2) in the double support phase. There are following initial and terminal conditions for ZMP's motion in this phase,
Therefore, a third order polynomial function of time t is employed to represent ZMP's trajectory. (5) and (6), the motion equations in the sagittal and lateral planes are respectively expressed as follows,
Deceleration phase CD
The terminal condition in the sagittal plane is x(t d1 )=0, but
for the lateral plane. In the same way as shown in subsection 3.1, the terminal speed V l1 (the lowest in this phase) in the sagittal plane is expressed as The above two motion times should be the same; therefore there exists the following condition, Meanwhile, to guarantee the robot continually moving forward, the terminal speed should be V l1 >0, that is
With (13) and (14)), the condition (35) Further, by substituting Eqs. (29) and (30)) into Eqs. (31)) and (32), we can get In the sagittal plane, once passing over the point D, the CoG of the robot will be in front of its support foot. Thus, the robot must accelerate. On the other hand, the robot reaches its swinging peak at D with zero speed, and its CoG is in the right of its support foot. Therefore, the robot will accelerate in the lateral plane, too. This phase is called the acceleration phase. With the initial conditions x(0)=0,
, and x ZMP =0, y ZMP =d 0 , from Eqs. (5) and (6), the motion equations in the sagittal and lateral planes are respectively,
The terminal conditions are x(t a1 )=S a1 , y(t a1 )=e s5 . In the same way as shown in subsection 3.1, the terminal speed V h1 and V ya1 in the two planes are respectively These three equations are used to adjust the terminal speed V h1 of the acceleration phases. It will be discussed in Section 5. Note that e s4 is a function of e s3 and determined by eq.(30). According to our assumptions, there is e s5 >0, hence from (45) and (49), the phase stride S a1 should be determined by Similar to be done in subsection 3.1, the motion time t a1 in this phase is
Note that BCDE is a whole walking cycle which consists of a double support, a deceleration, and a acceleration phases. After the acceleration phase, the robot will enter into the double support phase and start a new walking cycle again. Similar to the deceleration phase CD, for the second deceleration phase FG, we can get From the second deceleration phase, the motion is repetitive and the equations are also the same.
Double Support Phase and Bipedal Walking
The discussion in Section 3 shows that the motions in the sagittal and lateral planes are strongly coupled together. It also indicates that the initial and terminal points of the double support phases, such as points B, C, E, F, H, I in Fig. 2 , greatly affects the robot motion. This section further illustrates the effects of the double support phase to the bipedal walking. To let the discussion be more general, we discuss the motion in the second walking cycle EFGH in Fig. 2 , where, EF is the double support phase, FG and GH are respectively the deceleration and acceleration phases. We assume that when the robot travels to the point E, the parameters before E such as e s4 , e s3 , S d1 , and etc, are determined and known. Here, the parameters used are z=0.50 [m] , e s1 =0.07 [m] , e s2 =e s3 =e s5 =0.02 [m] .
Double support phase and deceleration phase
As discussed in Section 3, e s5 , or saying, the position of the point E, determines the velocities at the point E that is equal to the velocities at the point F as we assumed. Meanwhile, e s6 , the terminal position of the point F of the double support phase EF, affects the motion in phase FG, too. Therefore, both e s5 and e s6 determine the motion in deceleration phase FG. Note that the selection of e s6 should satisfy the condition of ineq. (57), in which, e s6max is the function of e s5 , i.e., e s6max =e s6max (e s5 ). With the variations e s5 and e s6 , in the phase FG, the motion parameters such as the swinging amplitude e s7 , motion time t d2 , phase stride S d2 , the speed V l2 at point G (the lowest one in a whole walking cycle), and the average speed Av l2 , will correspondingly change. Their relations with e s5 and e s6 are respectively shown from Fig. 3 to Fig. 7 . In these figures, there are 7 curves corresponding to e s5 =0 to e s5 =0.07 [m] of which the interval of e s5 is e s5 =0.01 [m] , and all of these 7 curves start from e s6 =0 and end at e s6 =e s6max (e s5 ). Fig. 3 to Fig. 7 Fig. 7 . The above phenomena can be explained by the equations discussed in above section just by substituting e s4 , e s5 , S d1 , S a1 respectively with e s7 , e s8 , S d2 , S a2 , and so forth. A big V l2 (here, V h1 is fixed with a fixed e s5 ) implies a small speed fluctuation (V h1 -V l2 ) and a smooth bipedal walking; meanwhile a big Av l2 means the robot walks fast. Therefore, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show that small e s5 and e s6 should be selected in the view of both of smooth walking and fast walking. 
Double support phase and acceleration phase
Here, we mainly discuss the effects of e s6 and e s8 to the motion in acceleration phase GH, because these two parameters determine the motion of the acceleration phase GH. For simplicity, here e s5 is set to be equal to e s3 , i.e., e s5 =e s3 =0.02[m] (refer to Table. 1. Therefore, the variable ranges of e s6 and e s8 are respectively 0<e s6 <e s6max (e s5 ) (=0.0229[m] and 0<e s8 < e s7 (e s6 ). As described in subsection 4.1, here e s7 is the function of e s6 , and e s7 (e s6max )= d 0 . Similarly to subsection 4.1, with the variations of e s6 and e s8 , the motion parameters, such as the phase stride S a2 , motion time t a2 , speed V h2 and V ya2 at point H, and the average speed Av a2 in phase GH, will change. Their change figures are respectively illustrated from Fig. 8 to Fig. 12 . In these figures, there are 8 curves corresponding to e s6 =0 to e s6 =0.021 [m] of which the interval of e s6 is e s5 =0.03 [m] , and all of these 8 curves start from e s8 =0 and end at e s8max =e s7 (e s6 ), where e s7 (e s6 ) means e s7 is the function of e s6 . Fig. 8 to 12 show that • e s6 fixed but e s8 variable case All of S a2 , t a2 , V ya2 , V h2 , and Av a2 decrease with e s8 . For a fixed e s6 , the position of point G (e s7 , S d2 ) and the velocity at G are determined. Thus, the above phenomenon is very straightforward. Note that when e s8 =e s7 (e s6 ), then there are S a2 =0, t a2 =0, V ya2 =0, V h2 =V l2 , i.e., the double support phase HI will be longest and the acceleration phase GH will disappear.
• e s8 fixed but es6 variable case S a2 , t a2 , V ya2 , and V h2 increase, but Av a2 decrease with e s6 . Note that as aforementioned, when e s6 =e s6max (e s5 ), the robot will stop at the point G and cannot enter acceleration phase. Here, this extreme case is omitted.
Conclusion
In this paper, a new design approach of bipedal walking pattern based on the synchronization of the motions in the sagittal and lateral planes are presented. With the discussion on the motions in these two planes, the fact is clarified that the motions in the sagittal and lateral planes are tightly coupled together. The motion parameters in the sagittal plane such as walking speed, walking time, and phase stride can be easily adjusted by altering the start and finish points of the double support phase in the lateral plane. Therefore, an approach for adjusting the walking speed by controlling the double support phase is naturally developed. Moreover, it is pointed out that a smooth and fast walking can be obtained by shortening the double support phase after a high speed is reached at the end of acceleration phase. Such a walking pattern is very similar to a walker's patter in walking race. The motion planning is also presented and a numerical example is given out. It is expected to apply this theory to a real bipedal robot and extend it to the jumping and running robot. 
